
12 - Passenger Vehicle Training Quiz 

1. Which of the following are true about 12 & 15 passenger vans?

   High rollover potential    Height restrictions 

   Limited visibility   Additional training/authorization required at UT 

   All of the above 

2. What do you do when you first get in the vehicle? (Mark all that apply)

  Fill out the log book    Put in your favorite CD 

  Adjust the mirrors   Put on your seatbelt 

3. How many feet does it take to stop a fifteen passenger van traveling at 50 MPH?

 Exactly 2 feet   Depends how hard you hit the brakes 

  Exactly 30 feet   Approximately 280 feet 

4. You notice a dent in the vehicle as you are loading it to leave on a trip.  Do you…?

 Plan to run into something because no one will notice if you make it worse or not. 

  Ignore it – after all, you didn’t do it 

  Note it in the vehicle’s log book and report it to Lou or Roger asap 

  I didn’t notice a dent because I didn’t inspect the vehicle before I left even though I was 
supposed to. 

5. What is a safe following distance when traveling 50 MPH?

  4 seconds   10 seconds 

  30 seconds   define “safe” 

6. True or False?
12 and 15 passenger vans have greater visibility (have less blind spots) than an average 4-
passenger vehicle.

  True    False 
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7. On the UT campus you must always read the parking signs.  Which of the signs below
mean you can park a DGS vehicle there? (Mark all that apply)

  F99 Permit at all Times   University Vehicle Parking at all times 

  DGS Vehicle Parking at all times    O Visitor Parking at all times 

8. While driving, how far up the road should you be scanning?

   2 seconds    5 minutes 

   12-15 seconds (approx. 2 city blocks)    I didn’t bring my computer 

9. Mirrors should be examined every how many seconds?

 5-8 seconds     When I have something in my teeth 

   12-15 seconds    5 minutes 

10. What simple safety measure could have prevented a large majority of the 12 & 15
passenger van fatalities over the past decade?

   Wearing safety belts    Wearing safety belts 

   Wearing safety belts    Wearing safety belts 

11. Having departmental vehicles to use for field trips, research, and field courses is…

   A shared responsibility. 

   Something not all departments have and that can be taken away if all drivers are not attentive  
  to University and department policies . 

   A perk that requires us all to be responsible & attentive to the use and care of the vehicles. 

   Important to our faculty, students and staff who all benefit from having this resource available 
  for our use.  

After submitting your completed quiz…  

Sign up for the driving portion of the training. 
Sign-up sheets are at the Student Center Front Desk. 
On the day of your driving test, pick up a copy of your 
completed quiz from the Student Center front desk and bring 
it, along with your TX Drivers License, to the JGB 1st floor.
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